Modulation of FoxO1 Expression by miR-21 to Promote Growth of Pancreatic Ductal Adenocarcinoma
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Abstract

Background: Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is one of the most lethal primary tumors in humans, with undetermined tumorigenesis. Although previous work by us, and by others, has clearly demonstrated an involvement of miR-21 in the growth of PDAC, the underlying mechanism has not been clarified. Methods: Here we analyzed the regulation of FoxO1 by miR-21 in vitro and in vivo, using luciferase-reporter assay and pancreatic intraductal infusion of antisense of miR-21, respectively. Results: We found that overexpression of miR-21 in PDAC cells decreased FoxO1 protein levels, whereas inhibition of miR-21 increased FoxO1 levels. Moreover, administration of antisense of miR-21 through an intraductal infusion system significantly decreased miR-21 levels and increased FoxO1 levels in implanted PDAC, resulting in a significant decrease in PDAC growth. Conclusion: Taken together, our data highlight miR-21/FoxO1 axis as a novel therapeutic target for inhibiting the growth of PDAC.

Introduction

Pancreatic ductal adenocarcinoma (PDAC) is extremely lethal and the overall median survival of PDAC is less than half a year [1]. In addition, unlike other cancers in the digestive system, molecular-targeted therapies have so far failed to improve patient survival in PDAC, largely resulting from our poor understanding of the tumorigenesis of PDAC [1]. The expression of microRNAs (miRNAs) has been detected in various tumors. Despite of consisting about 22 nucleotides, miRNAs play a substantial role in the regulation of protein-
coding gene expression, as well as various cellular events including proliferation, apoptosis, and differentiation [2-4]. Previous work has shown that aberrant miRNA expression could impact normal biological processes in pancreatic cells, resulting in tumor initiation and progression. Specifically, microRNA-21 (miR-21) has been highlighted as a major aberrantly expressed miRNAs in early pancreatic cancer lesions and pancreatic tumors [2-4]. Nevertheless, the mechanism by which miR-21 regulates the growth of PDAC is still not completely understood.

Forkhead box protein (Fox) proteins are a subgroup of the Forkhead family of transcription factors, characterized by a conserved DNA-binding domain. Fox proteins comprise more than 100 members in humans, classified from FoxA to FoxR on the basis of sequence similarity [5]. These proteins participate in very diverse functions. FoxO1 transcription factors orchestrate various cellular events like apoptosis and cell-cycle control [5]. However, whether FoxO1 may be involved in the miR-21-mediated increases in PDAC growth is unknown.

Here we report that miR-21 bound FoxO1 mRNA to prevent its translation through its 3'UTR. Moreover, administration of antisense of miR-21 through a pancreatic intraductal infusion system significantly decreased miR-21 levels and increased FoxO1 levels in implanted PDAC, resulting in a significant decrease in cancer growth.

**Materials and Methods**

**Culture of human PDAC cell line**

PANC-1 has been generated from a human carcinoma of the exocrine pancreas in 1975 [6], and was purchased from ATCC. PANC-1 was cultured in Dulbecco's modified Eagle's medium (DMEM) supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA).

**Transfection of PANC-1 cells**

PANC-1 cells were transfected with a miR-21 construct, or an antisense of miR-21, or control scrambled plasmid, and selected for transduced cells based on green fluorescence protein (GFP) to generate PANC-1-miR-21, or PANC-1-ctl, or PANC-1-as-miR-21 cells respectively. miR-21 sequence: 5'-UAGCUUAUCAGACUGAUGUUGA-3' , miR-21 antisense sequence: 5'-UCAACAUCAGUCUGAUAAGCUA-3' , control sequence: 5'-UUGUACUACACAAAAGUAAUG-3' . PANC-1 cells were also transfected with a plasmid with luciferase and GFP construct, to allow **in vivo** tracing and isolation from the receipt pancreas by flow cytometry, respectively. Transfection was performed with Lipofectamine 2000 reagent (Invitrogen, USA), according to the manufacturer's instructions.

**Luciferase-reporter activity assay**

Luciferase-reporters were successfully constructed using molecular cloning technology. Target sequence was inserted into pGL3-Basic vector (Promega, USA) to obtain pGL3-FoxO1-3'UTR, which contains the miR-21 binding sequence (FoxO1-3'UTR sequence) as follows: AAGCCAGCUCUAUUGUAAGCUU. PANC-1-miR-21, or PANC-1-ctl, or PANC-1-antisense (as)-miR-21 cells were seeded in 24-well plates for 24 hours, after which they were transfected with 1μg of Luciferase-reporter plasmids per well using PEI Transfection Reagent. Then luciferase activities were measured using the dual-luciferase reporter gene assay kit (Promega, USA), according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

**Intraductal infusion**

Intraductal infusion was performed as has been previously described [7-12]. Briefly, the duodenum was isolated to expose the common bile duct, after which a microclamp was placed on the common bile duct above the branching of the pancreatic duct. A 31-gauge blunt-ended catheter was then put into the common bile duct through the sphincter of Oddi in the duodenum, which was then clamped with another microclamp to prevent backflow. The other end of the catheter is connected to a micro-infusion apparatus, which delivers 100μl of 1mg antisense of miR-21, or control saline, via the catheter at a rate of 5μl/min. After infusion, the hole created by the catheter in the duodenum was closed with 6-0 gauge suture.
**In vivo tumor model and imaging of the implanted tumor by bioluminescence**

Luciferase-carrying PANC-1 cells (PANC-1-LUC-GFP) of $10^6$ were directly injected into the parenchyma of the pancreas in NOD/SCID mice, as has been described before [13, 14]. The tumor growth in the living animals was monitored and quantified by luminescence levels. Bioluminescence was measured with the IVIS imaging system (Xenogen Corp., Alameda, CA). All of the images were taken 10 minutes after intraperitoneal injection of luciferin (Sigma) of 150 mg/kg body weight, as a 60-second acquisition and 10 of binning. During image acquisition, mice were sedated continuously via inhalation of 3% isoflurane. Image analysis and bioluminescent quantification was performed using Living Image software (Xenogen Corp).

**Pancreas digestion and isolation of implanted PANC-1 cell by flow cytometry**

The mouse pancreas was first perfused with 35mg/dl collagenase (Sigma) from the common bile duct, then was either completely digested with 35mg/dl collagenase for 45 minutes to isolate implanted PANC-1 cells by flow cytometry, based on their expression of GFP.

**Quantitative PCR (RT-qPCR)**

MiRNA and total RNA were extracted from cultured cells with miRNAeasy mini kit or RNeasy kit (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany), respectively, and used for cDNA synthesis. Quantitative PCR was performed in duplicates with QuantiTect SYBR Green PCR Kit (Qiagen). All primers were purchased from Qiagen. Values of genes were normalized against α-tubulin, and then compared to controls.

**Statistical analysis**

All statistical analyses were carried out using the SPSS 17.0 statistical software package. All values are depicted as mean ± standard deviation and are considered significant if $p < 0.05$. All data were statistically analyzed using one-way ANOVA with a Bonferoni correction.

**Results**

**MiR-21 decreased FoxO1 transcripts in vitro**

We have recently reported significantly higher levels of miR-21 in PDAC. Here we aimed to figure out the mechanism underlying the regulation of PDAC growth by miR-21. We used a human PDAC cell line, PANC-1, and overexpressed or inhibited miR-21 expression in these cells. First, modulation of miR-21 levels in PANC-1 cells was confirmed by RT-qPCR (Fig. 1A). Since FoxO1 has been shown to play a critical role in cell-cycle control, and specifically express in pancreatic cells, we were thus prompted to evaluate whether it may be involved

**Fig. 1.** MiR-21 inhibited expression of FoxO1 in PDAC cells. We overexpressed or inhibited miR-21 expression in a human PDAC cell line, PANC-1, to get PANC-1-miR-21 and PANC-1-as-miR-21 cells, respectively. The cells transduced with control plasmids were used as controls (PANC-1-ctl). (A-B) RT-qPCR on miR-21 (A) and FoxO1 (B). *: $p<0.05$. 
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in the miR-21-regulated PDAC cell growth. We found that the expression of FoxO1 in miR-21-overexpressing PANC-1 cells was significantly decreased, while the expression of FoxO1 in miR-21-depleted PANC-1 cells was significantly increased (Fig. 1B). These data suggest a possibility that FoxO1 expression in PDAC cells may be regulated by miR-21.

MiR-21 targets 3'UTR of FoxO1 to inhibit its expression

Since our data suggest that miR-21 may inhibit FOXO1 expression, we performed bioinformatics analysis of FoxO1 target sequence, which showed that the miR-21 binding sites in the FoxO1 mRNA sequence 3'UTR ranged from 1975th base site to 1996th base site (Fig. 2A). PANC-1-miR-21, PANC-1-ctl and PANC-1-as-miR-21 cells were then seeded in 24-well plates for 24 hours, after which they were transfected with 1μg of FoxO1-3'UTR luciferase-reporter plasmid. The luciferase activities in these cells were then evaluated. *: p<0.05.

Intraductal infusion of antisense of miR-21 inhibited PDAC growth in vivo

PANC-1 cells were transfected with a plasmid with luciferase and GFP construct (PANC-1-LUC-GFP), to allow in vivo tracing and isolation from the receipt pancreas by flow cytometry, respectively. We used 20 male NOD/SCID mice that were randomly separated into 2 groups of 10 each. All the mice received intrapancreatic injection of 10³ PANC-1-LUC-GFP cells to form PDAC. One month later, one group of mice received pancreatic intraductal infusion of saline. Another group received pancreatic intraductal infusion of miR-21 antisense for inhibiting miR-21 expression. After 4 weeks, the tumor growth was monitored and quantified by luminescence levels. We found significant decreases in tumor growth in miR-21-antisense-infused mice (Fig. 3A-B), suggesting that pancreatic intraductal infusion of antisense of miR-21 inhibits PDAC growth in vivo.

We then isolated the implanted PDAC cells from the pancreas digestes by flow cytometry, based on their expression of GFP (Fig. 4A). We found that the implanted PDAC cells significantly decreased their expression of miR-21, and significantly increased their expression of FoxO1 (Fig. 4B), which confirmed the effect of intraductal infusion of antisense
of miR-21. Our study thus demonstrate that miR-21 promotes the growth of PDAC through FoxO1 inhibition (Fig. 5).
Discussion

Previous reports have highlighted an essential role of miR-21 in the pathogenesis of PDAC. In this study, we aimed to understand the molecular mechanisms that underlie the regulation of the tumorigenesis of PDAC by miR-21. Then we used human PDAC cell lines to study the mechanism. We examined several lines and essentially obtained similar results. Here we only showed our data using PANC-1 cells.

Although miR-21 has been shown to promote angiogenesis [15-18], and angiogenic factors have been shown to be produced by both normal duct cells and PDAC [7, 19-21], here we just focused on the direct targets downstream of miR-21 in controlling cell growth. Since FoxO1 plays a critical role in cell-cycle control and has been shown to express in pancreatic cells, we thus examined whether miR-21 may inhibit the expression of FoxO1. We either overexpressed or inhibited miR-21 expression in PDAC cells, which decreased or increased the expression of FoxO1, respectively. These data suggest that FoxO1 expression in PDAC cells is regulated by miR-21. Moreover, using luciferase reporter assay, we figured out the direct binding site of miR-21 at 3’UTR on FoxO1 mRNA. Taken together, these findings strongly demonstrate a critical role of miR-21 in regulating FoxO1 trancription, rather than regulating the degradation of mRNA. FoxO1 is a protein that is modified by phosphorylation, acetylation and ubiquitination and binding protein partners, which potentially affect its function. Here we did not study these protein modification by miR-21. Future attempts should be taken to address these questions to completely understand the relationship between FoxO1 and miR-21.

In an in vivo loss-of-function experiment, we treated implanted PDAC cells with antisense of miR-21. The alterations in miR-21 and FoxO1 levels confirmed our findings in vitro. Of note, miR-21 inhibition in PDAC cells significantly inhibited their growth in vivo.

Our findings highlight miR-21/FoxO1 axis as a novel therapeutic target for inhibiting the growth of PDAC. In future, experiments should be designed to examine whether miR-21 may affect PDAC cell invasion through activation of angiogenic factors, e.g. vascular endothelial cell growth factor, MMPs. These approaches may help to fully understand the role of miR-21 in the tumorigenesis of PDAC.
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